
EVENING TOURS TO SPAIN

3 CITIES & 3 TAPAS FOR £11.95

Chor izo

Calamares

Madr idBarcelona

TASTE THE BEST OF SPAIN
FROM 6PM EVERYDAY

VERDURAS TOUR
A CORUÑA Pimientos de Padrón (v) - fried sweet green peppers - ¡unos pican y otros no!
These peppers come from the Padrón province in A Coruña, watch out for the rare spicy ones

MADRID Patatas bravas (v) - roasted potatoes with spicy tomato sauce and alioli 
Enjoy the most popular Spanish tapa when going from one tapas bar to the other in Omar’s hometown

SEVILLA Piquillos rellenos de setas (v) - baked piquillo peppers filled with mushroom béchamel
Finish your trip in the Andalusia region, known for its tapas scene and Flamenco shows

VALÈNCIA Paella Valenciana - Spain’s famous saffron rice dish cooked with chicken
Valencians have been protecting this recipe since it reached its modern form in the 18th century 

BARCELONA Berenjenas fritas (v) - crispy fried aubergine with a spiced honey and thyme dressing
In the Cataluña region you can find a wide range of tapas using aubergine

SAN SEBÁSTIAN Calamares fritos - deep-fried squid with alioli
Enjoy some calamares in the second city with the most Michelin stars per capita in the world

BILBAO Arroz negro - black rice with prawns & squid, served with alioli
This city in the Basque Country is known for its many seafood tapas and locally sourced squid

OVIEDO Chorizo a la sidra - spiced Asturian sausage roasted with cider
Our chorizo comes from the Asturias region where you can find this dish in every tapas bar

BADAJOZ Tortilla de patatas (v) - omelette with free-range eggs, potato and onion
This classic Spanish omelette was invented in Villanueva de la Serena in the 18th century

POR LAS COSTAS TOUR

DE NORTE A SUR TOUR

A discretionary 10% service charge, which is distributed amongst the team, will be added to your bill. These 
set menus are not available in conjunction with any other discounts. Every effort is made during kitchen 

preparation to ensure that all of our dishes, including those made of vegetarian ingredients, are not 
contaminated by allergens; however, we cannot always guarantee this to be the case. Allergen information is 

available on request.  (v) = vegetarian. VAT included in the prices. Sorry we cannot bring the sun!

3 TAPAS FOR £11.95
+ PAN CON ALIOLI (V)

3 TAPAS FOR £11.95
+ PAN CON ALIOLI (V)

3 TAPAS FOR £11.95
+ PAN CON ALIOLI (V)

Ar roz Negro



DE NORTE A SUR TOUR
Bilbao, Oviedo, Badajoz

POR LAS COSTAS TOUR
València, Barcelona, San Sebástian

VERDURAS TOUR
A Coruña, Madrid, Sevilla


